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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Every Institution must make provisions for a definite organizational
structure and for the decision-making processes Incorporated within it.
Decisions have to be made regarding goals, purposes, policies, and programs,
as they relate to the organisation. These may be made by the leader, by the
group, by the representatives of the group, or by a combination of the above.
Regardless of what type of decision Is to be made or who is to make it defi-
nite patterns or channels must be established to Insure prompt and efficient
decision-making. This is as true in the fields of military and civilian
education as It is in any ether field.
What Is meant by organisation and decision-making? How are the de-
cisions made? At what level are they made? Who Is Involved? These questions
are answered In the following report.
I. THE PROBLEM
It was the purpose of the study (1) to compare the organisational
structure of the United States Army Ordnance Center and School and a typical
modern secondary school, (2) to examine the decision-making processes Involved
In personnel administration, and (3) to discuss the decision-making processes
utilised in curriculum development.
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
This report was undertaken for several reasons. First of all, the
writer was a career officer In the United States Any and was concurrently
pursuing a Masters Degree In School Administration. With a deep Interest In
both career fields the writer wished to link the two through a common subject
area— that of administrative organisation and decision-making In education.
Secondly, the writer had no previous on-the-job experience In the educational
Institutions Involved and hoped to broaden his knowledge and Increase his
abilities In both areas. Finally, a preliminary review of literature revealed
that little had been written about school organization and Its relationships.
This being the case, the writer hoped to examine more closely and concisely
the previously mentioned Items.
III. DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
This study was descriptive In most all aspects. Information waa
gathered through a review of the literature and on several occasions
questions that arose were answered or clarified by professors In the College
of Education or by local school -district personnel.
The writer read or reviewed In excess of sixty books, periodicals, and
Array Regulations prior to writing the report. Many were discussed In the re-
view literature and all were listed In the bibliography. The writer initially
studied the theory of organization and Its relationship to decision-making
processes. Then he examined the actual or sample organizational structures
Involved In the schools under study. Vlth the theory and the structures
firmly In mind he applied them to the subject areas of personnel administration
and curriculum development.
The writer does not draw definite conclusions at the end of the report
but indicates possible implications which should benefit both administrators
and Instructors in the civilian and military areas.
IV. LIMITATIONS
There were several limitations Co this descriptive study. The first
and perhaps most serious was that the writer had no first-hand teaching or
administrative experience In either type of school studied. This meant that
the paper was necessarily based upon the literature which certainly presented
the theoretical picture and not perhaps the actual or normal situation.
A second limitation was that this study was based upon only one mili-
tary school and the model secondary school. It was recognized that while
th< se schools were typical, they very likely had certain Idiosyncrasies not
common to the average military or civilian school.
A final limitation was the failure to consider fully the Impact of
Informal organization In an Institution, all phases of personnel administration,
and all facets of curriculum development. This was done for simplicity and a
better comparison of the two types of schools discussed.
V. DEFINITION OF TEEMS
United States Army Ordnance Center and School
. The United States
Army Ordnance Center and School Is an Army branch service school located at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. It offers command, staff and technical
training to career Ordnance officers, non-coamlssloned officers, and enlisted
men. This school Is considered typical or average in most all aspects when
compared with other Army branch service schools.
Typical modern secondary school
. This Is a three-year comprehensive
high school of approximately 1000 pupils. It is located In a school district
serving a community of 25,000 - 30,000 citizens with a school population of
4,000 - 4,500 students.
Organization
. This is a formation of relationships within an establish-
merit that aligns the goals and Ideas of the Institution with those of the
personnel who make up Its working parts. There are two types of organisation,
formal and informal. Formal organisation Is the structure or design commonly
seen on an organisational chart which places each and every member of the
Institution In relation to every one else. Informal organisation Is the extra-
legal and lnter-personal relationships outside the formal structure which com-
plement It in the decision-making process.
Decision-making process
. This is the cycle of events or the process
that one consciously or unconsciously goes through in order to pass Judgment
on a set of conditions. This process Includes: (1) definition of the problem,
(2) evaluation of the problem, (3) establishment of alternate solutions, (4)
evaluation and selection of the desired solution, and (5) Implementation of the
desired solution or decision.
Personnel Administration
. This refers to the important area of managing
all institutional personnel and the processes Inherent in It. These include:
(1) selection and assignment; (2) orientation; (3) records, evaluation and
promotion; and (4) in service training.
Curriculum
. This term refers to sll the planned learning experiences
under the control of the school. It follows from this definition that the
term curriculum development refers to selection of new goals, organisation for
change, process of change, and evaluation procedures as they apply to the
curriculum.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
On the vholc, very little ha* been written In regard to school organi-
sation and decision-making from the standpoint of actual line and staff re-
lationships. It follows, then, that there has not been a great deal of liter-
ature In education concerning personnel management and curriculum development
as they relate to this organizational structure. This review outlines much of
the thinking in these areas and provides a basis for the later chapters of the
report.
The writer reviewed literature concerning (1) the theory behind organi-
zation and decision-making; (2) organisation of the schools; and (3) personnel
administration and curriculum development as they relate to this organization.
Most of the literature In this chapter contained references to civilian theory
and organization. This was done to provide a basis for forming a model school
concept for discussion In Chapters III, IV, and V. Military literature was
limited because it was referred to In detail In later chapters when the organi-
zation and operation of the Ordnance School were discussed in detail.
I. THEORY OP ORGANIZATION AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES
To get a proper background for a discussion of organizational structure
snd decision-making the writer examined several theoretical characteristics or
concepts of organizations. They were (1) formal and Informal organisation;
(2) tall and flat structures; (3) span of control; (4) line and staff relation-
ships; (S) single versus multiple heads; (6) the organizational chart; and
(7) the decision-making process.
Daniel Griffiths was one of the more prolific writers on the subject of
educational organization. Ha pointed out that organisation had been a per-
sistent yet neglected problem In educational literature. Of some fifteen
textbooks on school administration he selected at random, not one devoted as
much as a single chapter to the study of school organisation. He claimed
that failure had resulted In the development of school systems seemingly with-
out purpose and in some cases had led to hopeless confusion. On the other
hand he felt that the military, business, and public administration had done
a great deal In the way of organisational research and had pioneered many
developments. Paradoxically, however, little of the work had been published.
Griffiths looked upon organisation as a function of administration
and defined it as an attempt to relate and ultimately fuse the purposes of an
Institution with those of the people who make up Its working parts. He felt
organization could be divided into formal and Informal aspects. Formal organi-
sation referred to the definable, structured design of an lnstltutlon--the
static picture of a dynamic process, while Informal organisation constituted
the system of inter-personal relations which formed within an Institution to
affect the decisions of the formal organisation. 2
Wynn defined organisation as "step one in the administrative process
with the purpose of distributing and clarifying authority and responsibility
3
consistent with the purposes of the Institution".
He discussed formal and informal organisation and used Griffiths
Daniel E. Griffiths, Organising the Schools for Effective Education
(Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1962), p. 3.
2Ibld.. p. 8.
3Rlchard D. Wynn, Organisation of the Public Schools (Washington, D. 8.1
The Center for Applied Research in Education, 1964), p. 30.
definition* but felt that Informal organisation was nor* complex and not at
easlily graaped at Griffiths made It sound.
*
Kncsevlch stated the purpose of organisation to be a systematic means
of differentiating and coordinating the resources to attain the objective,
goals, and purposes of the group. He felt that through organisation one could
harness the energies of many Individuals and capitalise on Individual differ-
ences. This definition was referred to later as formal organisation.
Kncsevlch defined Informal organisation as Interactions not Intended by the
formal organisation and felt It vas a natural result of human social desires.
He felt It could be good or bad depending on how closely the goals of the In-
formal organisation followed those of the formal organisation. 5
Morphet regarded organisation as hard to define and preferred to give
examples of Issues In organisation rather than a formal definition. One Issue
was that of formal and Informal organisation. He defined formal organisation
as a structure that provided for Institutional decision-making and was a long
term or extended thing. Informal organisation was regarded as a short term
face to face relationship.
Klmbrough -dealt mainly with the Importance of Informal organisation and
the fact that It was generally discounted In discussions of Institutions and
decision-making. Contrary to popular belief he felt that It was the Informal
relationships deeply entrenched In the schools that were the real power base. 7
*Ibld., pp. 45-49.
5-Stephen J. Kncsevlch, Administration of Public Education (Hew York:
Harper and Bros., Publ., 1962), pp. 56-57.
"Edgar L. Morphet, Educational Organisation and Administration (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967) . pp. 87-88.
'Ralph B. Klmbrough, Political Power and Educational Decision -making
(Chicago: Rand McNally Company, 1964). Chapter 12.
Mtnar on the other hand stated chat his surveys shoved that although decision-
making did take place outside the formal structure it was much less than most
people thought. He pointed out that most all cases which Involved Informal
a
organization were situations involving personalities or political matters.
A second Issue in organisation was that of the tall (centralised) and
flat (decentralised) organisation. Griffiths and Wynn defined a tall insti-
tution as many layered from top to bottom and narrow in breadth. They agreed
that a tall organisation tended to be more structured and inflexible. The
flat organisation was Just opposite having few layers but having a broad span
at each level. Control was tighter with the tall organisation but partici-
pation by members was restricted. Both agreed that the structure an Insti-
tution followed depended on Its slse and function but that a compromise between
Q
the two was most desirable.
Knesevlch agreed with Griffiths as far as the definition of tall and
flat organisation. He felt that the tall structure was more adaptable to an
institution with a great turnover of personnel whereby a flat organisation was
better where turnover was small.
Janowlts discussed military school organisation and made the following
points. He felt that school structure tended to be tall and centralised be-
cause of the need for standardized procedures. This was necessitated by the
frequent turnover of personnel and the tremendous slse of the overall military
school system. He felt that this presented an organizational oriented au-
"David W. Miner, Education Decision -Making In Suburban Communities
(Northwestern university: 1966) pp. 59-64.
'Griffiths, 0p_. Cit., p. 41-49; and Wynn, Op.. Cit., Chapter 2.
l°Knesevlch Op.. Cit., p. 69.
thority rather than the commonly considered personal authority of civilian
Institutions. 11
A fourth issue of organization was that of span of control. Griffiths
referred to it as the optimum number of persons that could be adequately
supervised by one man. He concluded that there was no certain number which
could be used as a minimum or maximum but that it was limited by the time
and abilities of those concerned. 12 Knezevich added that there were five
factors that Influenced span of control and that they were (1) time, (2)
mental capacity and adaptability of the supervisory Individual, (3) com-
plexity of the situation, (4) other duties of the supervisor and the sub-
ordinates, and (5) the experience and ability of the subordinates.
Horphet agreed in part with both Griffiths and Knezevich but felt
span of control was applicable to some institutions and not to othera. He
also felt this controversial principle could be applied In one part of an
institution and not in another. 1*
Harlow favored a short chain of command in the schools with a very
large span of control. He felt that this could be accomplished because of
the Intelligence, competency, and traditional Independence of the teacher. 15
Another Issue In organization was that of line and staff relation-
ships. Griffiths defined line organization as the direct flow of authority
nMorrls Janowitz, The New Military . (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1964). pp. 30-55.
12Griffiths, Op,. Cit., p. 37.
^Knezevich, 0j>. Cit ., pp. 67-68.
14Morphet, 0£. Cit., p. 96.
"james G. Harlow, Educational Administration : Selected Readings
.
Ed. Walter G. Hack (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, Inc. 1965) p. 30.
10
upward or downward. Staff organization was defined as horizontal In nature
with no authority. It exlated to advice and support the line organization.
Line officers were considered generallsts while staff officers were specialists.
Ha felt that all organizations ware based on the line and staff concept. He
noted the severe criticisms by many authors that thla type of organization
led to an autocratic administrative process but concluded that when all was
considered It was the only type of structure available and it depended on
the administrator's use of the system as to whether it created a democratic or
autocratic reputation.
Morphet did not agree with the viewpoint that the line and staff
operation was the single prevalent concept. He felt that there were two
specific forms of organization—the traditional monocratlc approach which he
felt was autocratic In nature and the new, emerging pluralistic approach which
was democratic in nature. However differently he viewed these concepts In-
itially he conceded that a compromise between the two waa necessary In school
organization. 1 '
Lepawsky felt that the line and staff relationship waa the most common
organizational concept and the basis for most other variations. But he said
there waa no such thing as a pure llne-and-staff organization and therefore It
should be used only as a guide. 18
The single versus multiple head was another issue discussed and most
agreed with Morphet when he said that the effectiveness of an organization
loGrlffitha, 0£. Clt .. pp. 23-28.
l7Morphet, Op.. Clt., pp. t9-100.
is
Albert Lepawsky, Administration : The Art and Science of Management
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. I960) pp. 290 and 321.
11
1 9
was enhanced when every person knew to whom he was responsible. Knezevich
took exception to this and felt that education was different than aost Insti-
tutions and that dual supervision or control waa possible if not practical.
2"
Perhaps the most often mentioned issue waa that of the organizational
chart. Randall expressed the thoughts of several authors In the discussion
of this nythlcal concept. He felt the organizational chart was a good guide
but the atteapted use of it as a decision-maker was foolhardy since It was
likely out of date by the time It was published. 21 Hansen felt the organi-
zational chart could not be trusted as it was inflexible and didn't take
informal organization into account. 22
The final issue of organization to be discussed was that of decision-
making. McCamy defined decision-making as the complex of human associations,
events, and words leading to and including a conclusion for a program of
policy or operation. He reasoned that no one made a decision alone but was
Influenced by people, advice, affection, and fear. Personal factors Involved
in decisIon-making were: (1) the prestige and economic security of the indi-
vidual involved In relation to others, (2) the knowledge of the individual,
and (3) the responsibility towards the public and other groups that the indi-
vidual felt 23
19Morphet, Op_. Clt., p. 95.
20Knezevlch, 0p_. Clt., p. 64.
21Clarence B. Randall, The folklore of Management (Boston: Little,
Brown, and Co., 1961). pp. 21-28.
22Kenneth H. Hansen, "Design for Decision'', National Association of
Secondary School Principals Bulletin. LI (November 1967), pp. 63-68.
23James L. McCamy, "Analysis of the Process of Decision-Making",
Public Administration Review . VII (Number One, 1947), p. 41.
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Hansen stated that the art of decision-making was very old but that
the Involvement of many people In the process was new. He felt that the
process had always been difficult and was becoming more so because the schools
were larger and more complex. In addition, the great urge for a voice In
24
democratic decision-making by the teachers had created a new situation.
Campbell approached organisation and decision-making from the angle
that it was impossible to please everyone all the time. He felt that the
wise person, especially the administrator, should become acquainted with the
organization, the persons Involved, and hit a happy medium designed to do
the best Job for the institution. 25
Sachs discussed the democratic way of life and reasoned that this
must be applied to the educational system. He felt that democratic decision-
making was more ambiguous than the ordered autocratic system, but felt it
to be worth the price because faith in man was a desired characteristic of
good dmlnlstratlon. Sachs continued that routine matters should be handled
by the administrators while the more Important decisions affecting the
workers should -be delegated to them. These decisions involved personnel
26
administration and curriculum development.
Morphet said that the board of education and the top administrators
set the tone for the type of organisation and decision-making found in a
school. The more the responsibility was delegated to the people Involved
the more response and Interest would be obtained In the over-all process.
24Hansen, 0p_. Cit. , p. 64.
25Roald F. Campbell and others, Introduction to Educational Adminis-
tration (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1958). p. 18.
2fiBenjamln M. Sachs, Educational Administration : A Behavorlal Approach
(Boston: Mlflin Co., 1966) Chapter 6.
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This led to a democratic situation which was the moat desirable. Ha ftlt
that the reverse was also true. Little or no delegation would result In an
autocratic situation, little Interest would develop on the part of the workers,
and a lower morale would exist among the workers.''
Griffiths set forth the premise that the crux of all Issues In organi-
sation was the process of decision-making. Using this assumption he set down
the following six guidelines:
1. The role of the administrative staff In an Institution is
to create an organisation within which the decision-making process
can operate effectively. The organization should permit decisions
to be made as close to the source of effective action as possible.
2. The administrative staff of an educational institution should
be organized to provide Individual staff members with as much freedom
for Initiative as Is consistent with efficient operation and prudential
controls. Hierarchical levels should be added to the organization with
caution, and only when deemed imperative to maintain reasonable control
over the institution.
3. The administrative functions and the sources of decision-making
In an institution should be organised to provide the machinery for
democratic operation and decentralized decision-making.
4. The purpose of organization Is to clarify and distribute
responsibility and authority among Individuals and groups in an
orderly fashion consistent with the purposes of the institution. The
structure of the institution Is determined by the nature of Its de-
cision-making process and the organization of the institution should
be established to provide for the most effective operation of this
process.
5. An institution should be organized with a unitary source of
decision-making at Its head. Authority and responsibility delegated
by the chief administrator should result In a unitary pattern of
decision-making levels among all subordinates in the Institution.
6. The administrative organization, by its very structure, should
provide for the continuous and cooperative evaluation and redirection
of the organization from the standpoint of adequacy (the degree to
27Morphet, 0p_. Cit., pp. 1S0-155.
Hwhich Che goals are reached) and efficiency (the degree to which
goali are reached relative to the available resources). 28
These guidelines placed emphasis on the following concepts of organi-
sation:
1. A broad span of control.
2. A flat organization.
3. A decentralized organisation.
4. Unitary control.
5. The specialist as a staff officer.
6. The purpose of the Institution as the primary criterion for
organisation.
7. The building unit as the basis of school organization. 29
II. ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOLS
Putting theory into practice the writer examined the literature
concerned with the organization of the two schools. Areas of concern were
the board of education, the superintendent and his central office staff, and
the secondary school Itself.
Griffiths, 30 Wynn, 31 and Knezevieh all provided organizational
charts from which the school district and secondary school organization was
adapted. These charts, their accompanying discussion, and other references
28Griffiths, 0p_. Cit. pp. 60-70.
29Ibld., p. 72.
^Griffiths, Op.. Cit., p. 97.
31Wynn, 0p_. Cit., Chapter III.
32Knezevich, Op.. Cit., p. 75.
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provided the bade for the following discussion. Writings of each author were
examined In turn to provide a comprehensive look at hi* ideas. Discussion of
specific Ordnance Center and School Regulations were limited In this section
as they were used extensively In Chapter III.
Griffiths provided a most complete discussion of the various adminis-
trative and staff positions in the school district and the secondary school.
He looked upon the board of education as the top level policy-makers In the
district who were responsible to the people for effective education In the
community. They were not looked upon as professional educators but simply as
lay overseers. The superintendent was appointed by the board of education as
the chief executive responsible to them for the operation of the school
district. He was to regulate decision-making, obtain personnel, maintain
effective community relations, and provide funds and facilities for the school
district.
Griffiths felt the principal was Just below the superintendent In a
line position and was responsible for his particular building Just as the
superintendent was responsible for the district. He felt the principal
should have the primary Jobs of Instructional supervision, selection, and
development of personnel. Management of the school to Include scheduling,
activities, transportation, etc. were Important but could be delegated to a
large degree.
He felt that all other employees had staff functions and were responsi-
ble to certain line officers for their actions. Those positions recommended
as responsible to the superintendent were the assistant superintendents for
Instruction, personnel, and business. In turn, coordinators, directors, and/
or supervisors In various health and subject areas were responsible to the
assistant superintendents. Within the secondary school Griffltha saw the
16
assistant principal and the department heads at staff personnel. 33
Wynn felt that secondary schools were very diverse, very difficult
to describe, and very different in organisation. He felt the superintendent
and the principal were definitely line oriented while the central office
staff (superintendent's) and the department heads were staff oriented. 3*
Campbell felt that the central office staff had gained in slxe and
Influence during the past few years. He looked upon their Job as one of
teacher involvement and the more the better. Paradoxically, he felt that
the school principal should have complete building autonomy and should work
closely with his teachers. 35
Xnexevich discussed the central office staff, the prlnclpalshlp,
and duties of the various positions. He agreed with Griffiths on most
all points and expanded his thoughts about the vice principal and the
department heads. He felt that if there was only one vice principal he
would likely be a line officer but if there was more than one a division
of labor would take place and the vice principal (s) could be staff. The
department head had the authority and responsibility given him by the
principal. This could be large or small but he recommended that it not
force the department head into a line position. 36
Plath brought out a new concept of organisation which was called the
school within a school. It consisted of splitting up a large secondary
school into approximately three separate schools on one campus. This was done
"Griffiths, Op.. Cit., Chapters 10-13.
3
*Wynn, Op_. Cit., Chapter III.
35Caapbell, 0p_. Cit., Chapter 8.
36Knexevich, Op.. Cit .. Chapters 9-10.
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in an attempt to keep the school* smaller from the viewpoint of the pupil. 37
United States Army Ordnance Center and School Regulation 10-1
covered the organisation of the military service school In its entirety.
This document was used exclusively for the discussion of military school
organisation and job descriptions. 38
Hack felt that a secondary school needed a short chain of command
of one to three people depending on size. He disagreed with previous
authors In that department heads were in his opinion part of the chain and
should function as aid-management. He also felt that the span of control
in school organization should and could be large because of the Intelligence,
specialization, and traditional Independence of the teacher. 39
Chamberlain and Hlckelson approached the subject of organization
from the teachers' viewpoint. They felt that the teachers knew that they
were on the bottom of the hierarchy but should have a significant role In
school organization and decision-making. Areas Intended for teacher leader-
ship were curriculum development and faculty meetings. Administrators should
be resource persons and not bosses.
Trump proposed that the secondary principal be given administrative
assistants In the areas of school business, activities, personnel, transpor-
tation, and guidance. The number was to be limited by the size of the school.
37Karl R. Plath, Schools VI thin Schools : A Study of High School Organi-
zation (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1965) Chapter I.
3
"Ordnance Center and School Regulation 10-1
.
(Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Max yland, 1965), p. 1-34.
39Walter G. Hack and Others, Educational Administration : Selected
Readings (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1965), pp. 30-35.
40Leo M. Chamberlain and John M. Mlckelson, The Teacher and School Organi -
zation (Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc. 19) pp. 42-45.
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The aides would not be assistant principals per se and vould not need a
greet amount of administrative training. Their function was to relieve the
principal of menial tasks so that he could devote the majority of his time
to Instruction. *
Seymour steted that the principal had lost hi* position as Instruction-
al leader because he became involved in the mlnutla of school operation. He
viewed elimination of this piadlcament as a must and suggested the appointment
of an assistant principal as coordinator of everything but Instruction. This
left the principal free to devote the bulk of his time to Instruction and
curriculum.*2
Helm recommended that the assistant superintendents be line officials.
He recommended three of these In the arees of personnel, Instruction, end
business. Each would have line authority over the principal in his respective
erea of responsibility. Supervisors and/or coordinators who worked for the
assistant superintendents would be considered es staff personnel and would
work with the principals, department heads, and teachers on a staff basis
only. He said that School District 383 did not have an organisational chart
as such but recommended that one be developed.*3
Bishop felt that the menial duties of administration should be taken
from the principal by an assistant principal. He also recommended that In
subject areas where three or more teachers were Involved that a coordinator
41J. Lloyd Trump, "Help for the Principal", National Association of
Secondary School Principals Bulletin
. LI, (May, 1967) pp. 37-42.
*2Howard C. Seymour, "The Principal as the Instructional Leader",
National Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin
. LI, (Nov. 1967)
PP- 17.
43
Opinion expressed by Dr. Mas 0. Helm In e personal Interview,
Manhattan, February 27, 1968.
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(department head) should be appointed. Theie positions should be staff In
nature as the Individual teacher should always have direct access to the
principal.**
HI. DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
The writer examined the area of school personnel administration and
found a wide variation of tasks and responsibilities defined by the authors
- especially between the two types of schools. To provide a better com-
parison the writer selected the moat Important areas common to both schools
for the discussion. The review centered around: (1) a definition of personnel
administration; (2) organisation; (3) selection, assignment, and orientation;
(4) ln-servlce training; (5) evaluation; and (6) promotion.
Fawcett defined personnel administration as "that staff function of
organisational management designed to attract, secure, develop, and retain the
skills, attitudes, and knowledge essential for the accomplishment of the goala
of the organization".'' 5 Van Zwoll looked at personnel administration as "a
complex of specific activities engaged In by the school district to secure
the greatest worker effectiveness consistent with the organisation's ob-
jectives".*6 Morphet felt that originally personnel administration was thought
of as only selection, placement, and retention, then moved to employee mani-
pulation, and was finally considered as a series of procedures through which
**Opinlon expressed by Mr. Herbert Bishop In a personal interview
Manhattan, February 27, 1968.
*5Claude W. Fawcett, School Personnel Administration (New York: The
MacMlllan Company, 1964). p. 1.
James A. Van Zwoll, School Personnel Administration (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofta, 1964). p. 3.
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the enterprise established common goals. 47
Knezevlch approached personnel administration from the functional
standpoint. He stated that It could be defined as the problems facing the
administrator In the areas of recruitment, selection, assignment, orien-
tation, payment, promotion, and stimulation of the school staff. 48
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 600-7 defined personnel
management as a delineation of responsibilities relative to the assignment
and welfare of military personnel and the hiring, assignment, transfer or
promotion of civilian employees within the Ordnance School.*'
In further discussion all five previously mentioned references
elaborated upon the functions of personnel administration. All looked upon
selection, assignment, orientation, In-service training, evaluation and
promotion as the key areas Involved. In addition, each mentioned one or
more functions not discussed In this report.
Organization of the personnel administration function was a second
area examined by the writer. Surprisingly, all major references visualised
the organisation In virtually the same way. Each, of course, had his own
variation but It was relatively minor. Gibson50
, Pawcett51 , Knezevlch52
,
*7Morphet,
°E- Clt- p. 410.
*8Knezevlch, Op,. Clt. p. 356.
49Ordnance Center and School Regulation 600-7 (Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Maryland: May 1967).
Oliver R. Gibson, and Harold C. Hunt, The School Personnel Adminis -
tration (Boston: Houghton Mlflln Company, 1965) pp. 86-96.
51Fawcett, Op.. Clt., pp. 142-148.
52Knezevlch, 0p_. Clt., Chapter 12.
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and Van Zwoll 53 agreed chat site of the school system determined the final
organizational concept and In the case of the schools discussed the personnel
administrator should be a member of the chief executive's staff. They recom-
mended that he assume the role of cither an assistant superintendent or di-
rector depending on the terminology used by the particular school district.
Each felt that the office should be staffed by a professional Individual
trained both In education and personnel management. This was necessitated
by the rapid growth In sise and complexity of the nations schools. Rnesevlch
elaborated on this facet as he stated that In I960 there were over two million
school employees and that an additional 350,000 would be needed by 1970.
Added to this was a rising tide of teachers turning to new professions. An-
other common opinion was that the personnel administrator could not perform
the entire mission by himself. Supervisors and/or principals at all levels
needed to do their part in coordinating and cooperating in this large en-
deavor.
Van Zwoll vent on to point out that the personnel administrator was
half way between the teachers and the management and, therefore, had to
look out for both parties. Morphet went even further when he stated that
personnel administration was the most Important area of administration to
the teacher. This was true because It affected the personal welfare of the
teacher and as such was of immediate Interest. He felt that because it was
so Important the teachers should actually have a voice in the policy-making
aspects of it.**
Selection, assignment, end orientation of personnel was a third issue
53Van Zwoll, 0%. Cit., Chapter 2.
54Morphet, Op. Cit. pp. 410-411.
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considered within the realm of personnel administration. Again most refer-
ences had similar Ideal. Van Zvoll felt that policy should be established
by Interested parties. This Included the board of education, superintendent,
personnel administrator, principals, and teachers. The policies should be
fair, In keeping with our democratic Ideals, and have the goals of education
In mind. Selection, assignment, and initial orientation should be made by
the central office staff In coordination with the building principals who
ultimately get the people. 55
Fawcctt emphasized the Importance of the availability of Job de-
scriptions for the personnel people to use. This would simplify the se-
lection and assignment policies to a great degree. Important steps In the
process were: (1) evaluation of supply sources, (2) gathering of data, (3)
evaluation of data, (4) Interview, and (5) assignment. All were done by
the central office staff except the Interview which was a combined effort.
He regarded orientation as a three phase process
—
pre-Job, pre-
school, and continuous. The pre-job orientation was conducted by the person-
nel administrator when the Individual was contacted and/or Interviewed for
a Job. This was a basic introduction to the community, school, and position.
The pre-school orientation was accomplished by the building principal prior
to the opening of school. This Included a thorough orientation to the school
and school policies. The continuous orientation was to be provided by the
principal and supervisors during the year to further assist the new employee
In the adjustment process. 56
55Van Zwoll, Op.. Clt. pp. 105, 106, and 109.
56Fawcett, 0£. Cit. pp. 25-47.
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Gibson felt that the personnel administrator should be the key nan
In all selection and assignment. He did not make all the decisions but
would be the focal point for requisitions by principals, recruitment, Inter-
view, and selection.'7
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 612-1 outlined the procedures
for processing, assignment, and orientation of new personnel. Selection
was a function of a higher headquarters so the school Itself was Involved
only In final assignment and orientation. Final assignment was made by
the secretary based upon the needs of the school. All decisions were subject
to review by the command group. Orientation was carried out by the personnel
section and by an assigned sponsor. 5"
The issue of in-service training was mentioned by most references
that discussed personnel administration. Knesevich felt that a teacher was
only partially trained when he graduated from college. He, therefore, must
be stimulated to improve because of the great Increase In knowledge, teaching
materials, and teaching methods. This could be accomplished through libraries,
subject area supervisors, demonstrations, faculty meetings, advanced education,
and free time. 59 Glbaon agreed with Knezevlch but felt that the area of in-
service training was the job of several people besides the personnel adminis-
trator. These included the principal and the people in charge of curriculum
development.
57Glbson, 0£. Clt. p. 174.
580rdnance Center and School Regulation 612-1 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: 1966).
59Kneeevlch, Op_. Clt . p. 370.
60Glbaon, 0p_. Cit. p. 225.
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Ordnance Center and School Regulation* placed the responsibility for
In-service training on the director of instruction. He waa required to pre-
sent a two week course designed to reacqualnt all personnel with the school
and specific instructional techniques desired. In addition to this a con-
tinuous Instructor training school was operated to qualify instructors as
intermediate and master teachers. 61
Another area of great importance to teachers was that of evaluation
because the results of such evaluation often meant more money or rewards.
Gibson defined evaluation as a comparison of outcomes with desired standards.
He stated that there was a problem in evaluation because measurement was
subjective In nature.62 Fawcatt felt that the personnel administrator In
cooperation with an advisory panel on personnel matters should develop
policies for evaluation. These policies should reflect a basic faith in
people, should stress both the positive and the negative, and should be
accomplished by the principal and the Individual evaluated in e face to face
relationship.°3 Knesevlch pointed out that evaluation was undertaken for
the purpose of Improving service. He felt that it should not be tied di-
rectly to pay because of the tensions Involved. It should be accomplished
by the principal of the school under cooperatively developed policies. Evalu-
ation was based on: (1) classroom observation, (2) self-ratings, (3) work on
committees, (4) work with students and parents, (S) self-Improvement, and (6)
records of achievement. *
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 350-6 and 350-7 (Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland: 1967)
o2Glbson, 0p_. Clt. p. 251.
63Fawcett, Op.. Clt. pp. 55-66.
64Kne«evlch, On.. Clt. p. 426.
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Van Zwoll, on Che other hand, felc that the personnel administrator
had no place in evaluation except to maintain the personnel records. He
placed it soley in the hands of the principal and subject area supervisors. 65
Evaluation In the military was tied closely with promotion. De-
partment of the Army required ratings on all personnel yearly or with a change
of Immediate supervisor. These ratings were forwarded to master personnel
files and kept for promotional and future assignment considerations. 66
The final issue associated by the writer with personnel administration
was that of promotion. Van Zwoll discussed this in great detail. Again, as
he and the other authors have stressed before, there had to be a definite
and cooperatively developed promotion policy. It must be fair to all and
able to stand up against observation and exposure. He felt that the man must
be matched to the job and the best qualified individual was the one to be
selected. This could be accomplished by tasting examination of records,
experience, seniority, etc. 67 Morphet stressed, also, the best man for the
job philosophy. He felt this should be the case whether considering persons
inside or outside of the system. 68
Promotion policies for military personnel were centralised at De-
partment of the Army level. An Individual was assigned based upon his grade
and was not normally assigned for a period long enough to require major
changes In assignment due to promotion.
65Van Zwoll, Op.. Cit. p. 402.
660rdnance Center and School Regulation 623-100 (Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland: 1966)
.
67Van Zwoll, 0p_. Cit. pp. 263 and 264.
68Morphet, Op.. Cit. pp. 415, 416.
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IV. DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Th« writer noted that the authors repeatedly stressed the need for
active curriculum development. This was necessary because of the rapid
Increase In the amount of knowledge available, a better understanding of
learning situations, and a big Improvement in teaching methods. To gain a
general but informative Insight into this problem ss It related to decision-
making processes the writer examined: (1) the organization for curriculum
development, (2) procedures and processes of change, and (3) the necessity
and procedures for evaluation. As with organization and personnel ad-
ministration, the literature concerning the Ordnance Center and School was
reatricted In this section because It will be discussed In Chapter V.
The first area observed was that of organization. As with person-
nel administration it appeared that a definite program had to be developed
and the best place to start was with the basic organization of the school.
Neagley and Evans felt that each school district had primary responsibility
for curriculum development because of Individual district differences snd
the opportunity for community, district, and teacher personnel to work to-
gether for acceptable curriculum for their own schools. He recommended that
the superintendent provide leadership In this area but delegate staff responsi-
bility to an assistant superintendent for instruction who would coordinate
the effort. To assist him at district level he proposed six curriculum di-
rectors who were experts in the areas of English, mathematics, science,
social studies, languages, and art. These people formed the central office
staff which had the job of assisting the building principal and teachers in
the task of improving and evaluating the curriculum.""
s,Ross L. Neagley and N. Dean Evans, Handbook for Effective Curriculum
Development (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967) pp. 24-75.
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Heim recommended that an assistant superintendent for curriculum
development be hired by the school district to lead and coordinate this
process. He felt the key element In curriculum development should be the
district-wide curriculum council. This was composed of teachers who repre-
sented eech of the individual schools' curriculum groups and supervisors
from the central office staff. Membership was based on Interest, was for
two or three year terms, and was teacher chaired. 70
Bishop felt that curriculum development was the function of the
principal and his teachers. These individuals were closest to the problem,
were the ones who would Implement the change, and therefore, were most
interested in It. He felt that the central office staff and the curriculum
council was a rubber stamp effort for the teachers and a means to insure
district coordination. 71
Grieder felt that curriculum development was becoming increasingly
a part of administration. The administrator did not get Involved In the
specific problems—this was the teacher's Job—but provided leadership, time,
money, and encouragement to those directly Involved. Grieder, as did Neagley
and Evans, outlined the jobs of the various formal groups within the school
district. Grieder further advocated the formation of additional groups to
work exclusively with the curriculum problem. These Included a district
curriculum council, building or school curriculum committees, and special
committees. The district council was made up of representatives from all
schools In the district, from major subject areas, and from the community at
large. It had the responsibility of planning and coordinating curriculum
70Heim, 0p_. Clt., Personal Interview.
71Bishop, 0p_. Cit., Personal Interview.
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development In the district under the guidance of the assistant superin-
tendent for curriculum. The building committees were responsible for co-
ordinating the curriculum development at that level and vere led by the
building principal. Special committees were appointed to deal with urgent
problems that necessitated a special effort. All except the special com-
mittee were permanent institutions. 72
Campbell73 and Knezevich both supported Grieder in the assumption
that the administrator had a very great responsibility in providing a proper
atmosphere for curriculum development. Both also agreed with the necessity
to create groups outside of the formal organization to deal with the problem
of curriculum.
Anderson pointed out that the teacher was the most Important element
In curriculum development as ha was cloaest to the situation. Others were
certainly Involved but their decisions often hamstrung the teacher to the
point that he was Ineffective or lost Interest. Anderson later discussed
several factors outside of the school district Itself that affected curri-
culum development. These Included particular Interest groups within the com-
munity, state laws, federal programs, and Individuals or foundations engaged
In educational activities or criticisms. 75
Gross discussed additional influences to be reckoned with in curri-
72Calvin Grieder and others, Public School Administration (New York:
The Ronald Press Company, 1961) Chapter 9.
~
"Campbell, jOg.. Clt., p. 97.
7*Knezevlch, Op,. Cit., Chapter 13.
75Vernon E. Anderson, Principles and Procedures of Curriculum Develop-
ment (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1965) pp. 56-75.
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culutn development. These Included the PTA, taxpayers, city council, businesses,
and the politicians. 76
Schools for the Sixties publication placed emphasis on using the demo-
cratic process In the area of curriculum. It pointed out that the more people
Involved the better accepted the solution would be. There were three types of
decisions that had to be made. These were Instructional decisions, Insti-
tutional decisions, and societal decisions. The first was made by the teacher
and Included planning units of work and developing learning situations. The
second decision was made by administrators, supervisors, and qualified teachers
and Included currlcular sequences, subject fields, and subject re'atlonshlps.
The third decision was made by school boards, lawmakers, and the federal
government and Involved financing, teacher education, land, and minimum re-
quirements. The more of these decisions that could be made locally the better
off the schools would be. 77
Goodman pointed out that the organization for curriculum development
was different In the military and civilian schools. He felt that in the
civilian school It was relatively stable and slow changing and as such was
not well organised. However, in the military it was not stable and often
changed drastically in short periods of time. Therefore, definite formal
organisation had to be established to cope with this problem. 78
A second area of curriculum development discussed was that of the
76Neal Gross, Who Runs Our Schools ? (New York: John Wiley and Sons.
1958) p. 50.
Schools for the Sixties
.
A Report of the Project on Instruction
(Hew York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1963) pp. 12-20.
78Samuel M. Goodman, Curriculum Implications of Armed Services
Educational Programs (Washington: American Council on Education, 1947)
pp. 31-34.
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proceaa of change. Neagley had the beat discussion In regard to thla area.
He divided the process Into three baalc atepa. They were the Identification
of values held by the society, the community, and the schools; the Identifi-
cation of experlencea of behavior that would reault in a dealred learner
change; and the actual mechanical proceaa by which the curriculum organi-
sation Implemented the dealred values or experlencea. He felt that the
flrat two atepa should be solved by the district curriculum council and the
laat one by the central office ataff, the principal!, and the teachers
working together. Thla Included an examination of current offerlnga for
ommlsslon, obsolescence, overlapping, and trenda; organization of content for
proper scope and aequence; and the preparation of a clear and concise curri-
culum guide to the objectives, content, learning experlencea, and instruction-
al resources. 79
McNeil egreed with Neagley on how the proceaa should work but dis-
agreed that It In fact worked In that fashion. He atated that too often the
schools had a habit of judging on personal or Internal validity. Thla meant
that the curriculum waa changed because It benefited the teacher or because of
"good deals" on booka or teaching aids and did not necessarily benefit the
learner. 80 Knapp felt that curriculum change waa motivated by things ex-
ternal to the system rather than the good intentions of the achoola. Ha
referred to federal Influence and so-called experts In education that advo-
cated changes in the curriculum. Because of pressures or because "it waa the
79Neagley, Op. Clt. Chapter 6.
80John D. McNeil, Curriculum Administration : Principles and Techniques
of Curriculum Development (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1965) p. 91.
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thing to do" schools followed suit without a question. 81 Grleder^ 2 and
Campbell 3 stressed the democratic approach to curriculum development. They
felt that each member of the school staff had a role to play both on an
Individual basis and as a member of a team. Curriculum development was so
Important that all qualified participants had an equal say In the process.
Goodman discussed the emergence of the specialist as a key figure in
military school curriculum development. He was a member of the commander's
staff and as such was the primary individual Involved. If a new course or
class was to be offered he and his Immediate staff were responsible for
writing the new course. Coordination with Instructors was made rather in-
frequently. 84 Goodman also remarked that the specialist and his staff were
responsible for the preparation of a study guide and special texts for the
course if needed. This was usually overdone but was entirely satisfactory. 85
Clark and Sloan, on the other hand, felt that the military system of writing
out the plan of instruction, the course outline, and the lesson plans In
great detail was excellent and something that the civilian schools should
consider. 86
Several Ordnance Center and School Regulations referred to this subject
but will be quoted in Chapter V.
81Dale L. Knapp, Readings In Curriculum . Glen Hoss and Kimball Wiles
ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 196$). p. 74.
82Grleder, Op.. Clt. p. 261.
83Campbell, Op.. Clt. pp. 92-97.
^Goodman, 0p_. Clt . Chapter VII.
83
Ibid .. Chapter VIII.
86Harold F. Clark and Harold S. Sloan, Classrooms In the Military
Columbia University, Hew York: Bureau of Publications, 1964). pp. 91-92.
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A third area of curriculum development of concern to the writer was
that of evaluation. McNeil stated that the schools simply had no basis for
determining how effective their program was unless they developed a system
of appraisal. He said that thla was not an easy thing to accomplish for two
reasons. First of all, people tended to fear evaluation as It threatened
the status quo or the favored Ideas held by the school personnel. Secondly,
appraisal or evaluation was difficult. Just how should one go about
checking or measuring the effectiveness of a program? One method that was
commonly used was to examine the procedures used in curriculum development
activities and Instruction. McNeil disagreed with this because proper use
of procedures by committees or teachers did not guarantee proper learning
responses by the student. "After all the proof was In the pudding." He
favored methods to gain objective, measurable results. These took two forms:
(1) student tests to see if pupils were Indeed progressing according to the
standards set up and (2) repeated checks on the personnel Involved in curri-
culum development to Insure that atmosphere, time, and actions were such to
bring about a continuous evaluation of the school program. 87
Neagley, on the other hand, felt that the problem of evaluation was
not so much at the student end where assessment could be readily made, but
at the other end—that la the development of policy, goals, and values by
the central office and the curriculum committees. He claimed that very few
schools knew enough about their goals and aspirations to evaluate or appraise
anything. 88 Grieder supported this theory and stressed the need for a cold,
87McNell, 0j>. Cit. pp. 115-118.
88Neagley, Op^ Cit. pp. 274-276.
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hard look at organisation and policies for curriculum development, delegation
of responsibility, and continuity in the process. 8'
Knapp90
,
Morphet
,
and the School's for the Sixties publication9*
discussed the need for a large Involvement of personnel at the local level.
These Included the administrators who provided the atmosphere, time and
facilities; the central office staff who provided support and guidance; the
teachers who provided the experience factor; and the lay people who donated
what talents and Ideas they had. All felt that the permanent organisations
established for curriculum development should handle evaluation also. This
permitted a self assessment which is as It should be. Prymler disagreed by
stating that an evaluation effort Is best accomplished by an outside agency
which could be more objective In its appraisal. Re pointed out that national
assessment may be the answer because schools ahve continually failed to ade-
quately police their curricula."
Several Ordnance Center and School Regulations outlined evaluation
procedures at the school and are noted In the discussion In Chapter V.
89Grleder, On.. Clt. p. 208.
^Knapp, 0p_. Clt. p. 75.
91Morphet, Op_. Clt. pp. 368, 369.
92Schools for the Sixties, 0p_. Clt. p. 51.
M
Jack R. Frymier, Curriculum Assessment", Educational Leadership
.
November 1966, pp. 124-128.
CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION 0? THE SCHOOLS
The Institutions discussed In this chapter were considered to be
representative establishments In their particular areas of endeavor. The
United States Any Ordnance Center and School was, of course, an actual
training facility and the organisational chart shown was reproduced from the
master copy used by the school.
The typical secondary school and district, on the other hand, did
not represent any particular Institution but contained many of the desirable
features found In the secondary schools of today. Therefore, the organi-
sational chart shown and the accompanying discussion were hypothetical In
nature
.
I. THE UNITED STATES ARMY ORDNANCE CENTER AND SCHOOL
This military service school was located at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland and had as Its primary mission to provide for education and training
of selected United States and foreign military and civilian personnel In the
fields of material, material maintenance, and general Ordnance operations. A
second mission included serving as the principal advisor to the Commanding
General of the United States Continental Army Command with respect to all
matters pertaining to organization, doctrine, training, procedures, and
techniques of the Ordnance Branch. Finally, the school was charged with
supporting active Army, National Guard, and Army Reserve components as directed
by the Continental Army Command Commander.'
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 10-^ (Aberdeen Proving Ground
Maryland, August 1967), p. 5.
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To accomplish the above mission the school was organized as shown lit
Figure 1 on page 36. As an aid In understanding the line and staff relation-
ships a system of boxes and circles was developed to show these respective
positions—boxes representing the line officers and circles representing the
staff officers. The sane system was followed In the discussion of the typi-
cal secondary school.
The writer examined the overall structural concept prior to breaking
the organization down Into Its component parts. Initial observation revealed
what might be termed as a typical military organization. At the top of the
chain was the command group. This was headed by the Commanding General and
Included the Assistant Commanding General and his Executive Officer. Al-
though the group was shown in one box It represented three levels of au-
thority. These levels were, however, closely related.
The second distinguishable level shown on the chart was that of the
commander's coordinating staff. They were icsponslble to the command group
for the general operation of the school. On the same level as the coordi-
nating staff but operating in a line position was the director of Instruction.
This individual was responsible to the commander for the Instruction within
the school. Below him In the hierarchy were the chiefs of the major training
departments who were line officers. Finally, below these chiefs were the
instructors.
From the Commanding General to the Instructors there were six line
positions. This, combined with a relatively short span of control at each
level, was characteristic of a tall and centralized organization. All
discussion of the school was based on Figure 1.
The command group consisted of three major positions. The Commanding
General was responsible for the overall operation of the school to Include
36
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financial considerations, administration and personnel, maintenance and sup-
ply, doctrine review, and the major area of Instruction. The Assistant Com-
manding General vas responsible for advising the Commanding General and acting
for him in case of absence. The Executive Officer acted aa the key man In the
command structure and reviewed all matters moving up or down the chain of com-
mand and recommended or took appropriate action for the commander. He also
acted aa the chief of the commander's coordinating staff for development of
basic policies, programs, and controls for the school.
Two additional positions considered as part of the command group or
as members of the staff were the educational advisor and the plans office.
The educational advisor was a civilian educator. He provided the Commanding
General and his staff with professional advice concerning educational develop-
ments, policies, procedures, Instruction, course design, techniques, evalu-
ation, and the civilian educational community. The plana office waa charged
with the mission of developing long range plans concerning organisation,
workload, facilities, objectives and resources of the school. 2
The main coordinating staff had four major sections. These Included
the Offices of the Comptroller, Secretary, Loglsticlan, and Doctrine officials.
Each had a mission designed to support the commander In the operation of the
school.
The Comptroller's Office had the job of advialng and assisting the
commander on matters that pertained to command programming, financial manage-
ment, and review and analysis of supervisory operations. To accomplish this
the office was divided into two sub-groups shown aa the management analysis
and budgeting of flees.
3
2Ibld .. p. 10-13.
3Ibld .. pp. 15-17.
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The Secretary' • office had the assigned mission of directing, con-
trolling, and supervising all administrative services of the school. This
included routine administration and correspondence, personnel operations,
and public relations. This section was also responsible for foreign and
civilian students while in residence, security, and vialtor control.*
The third of the coordinating staff sections was that of logistics.
It was responsible for the support and maintenance of all buildings and
grounds and for the procurement and utilisation of all supplies and services
needed by the school to accomplish its mission. This included all devices
and training aids requested by the instructional departments. 5
The fourth and final section of the coordinating staff was the office
of do<. trine review. This unit served as the focal point for the determination
of current and future doctrine to be taught in the Ordnance School. Coordi-
nation with agencies within and without the school was authorized. In lay
terns this office was charged with the responsibility of curriculum study,
change, and implementation.6
The director of instruction was located in a line relationship Just
below the command group. As the name implied this office had the primary
responsibility of supervising the instructional program of the school. This
included preparation of programs of instruction, in-service education and
training of instructors, evaluation of instruction, scheduling, and evalu-
ation of course material. This included both resident and non-realdent
training. A subordinate staff section dealing with academic operations as-
4Ibld
., pp. 18-23.
5 Ibid., pp. 25-31.
6 Ibid., pp. 38-40.
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slsted the director of Instruction In this very Important job. (See
Figure 1)
7
Belov the director of instruction in line positions were the chief*
of the various training departments. Below the chiefs In each section were
the Instructors. Each section was charged with the responsibility of training
students in the particular courses of study delegated to it.
II. THE MODEL SECONDARY SCHOOL
The typical secondary school and district was developed from the
recommendations and ideas discovered In a review of the literature. This
model activity was drawn up as Figure 2 on page 41 and represented a de-
sirable structure for a district of 4000-4300 pupils. All discussion of
the typical secondary school was referred to Figure 2.
Preliminary examination revealed a very similar model to the one In
Figure 1 when the various functions were arranged in a logical or comparable
order. If the board of education was deleted from the line structure the
writer found comparable functions at the superintendent level (command group),
the assistant superintendent level (coordinating staff) and at the instruction-
al level. Also, revealed was a chain of command represented by three line
positions in the civilian school and six in the military school.
The first section or group examined was the board of education although
it was deleted for comparison of the two Institutions. The mission of the
board was to serve as the community's legal Instrument for operating the schools.
In addition, the board was to establish policy, goals and programs for the
district school system.
7Ibid
., pp. 41-50.
8
Ibid.. pp. 52.
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To aid the board of education in thta Job It appointed an executive
to carry out the policies, goals, and programs for them and to operate the
schools on a full time basis. This was the superintendent of schools. His
job was to regulate decision-making, obtain personnel, maintain effective
community relations, and provide funds and facilities for the district.'
To assist the boerd of education a school -community council was
established to provide advice with regard to community feelings on education.
It was composed of Interested cltlsens who represented most all factlona of
the district. To assist the superintendent a teachers' council was formed
to advise with regard to activities within the confines of the schools.
Representatives were selected from all major departments In the secondary
schools and from all grades In the elementary schools.
Below the superintendent In Figure 2 was the superintendent's central
office staff. This organisation was composed of three assistant superin-
tendents which acted In a similar capacity to the coordinating staff In the
Ordnance School. For the example an assistant superintendent for business
and facilities, an assistant superintendent for personnel, and an assistant
superintendent for Instruction were selected. All ected In a staff capacity
but had broad coordination powers with the building principals and teachers.
This was shown on Figure 2 with broken lines.
The assistant superintendent for business and facilities was responsi-
ble for the administration of funds, the school plant, custodial operations,
maintenance, food service, and transporatlon. To assist him he was given
three coordinators responsible in the areas of business, buildings and grounds,
and transportation. This office acted In about the same capacity aa the
comptroller, secretary, and logistic sections of the military school.
'Griffiths, Op. Cit. pp. 77-146.
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The assistant superintendent for personnel was charged with the re-
sponsibility of recruiting, records and maintenance, salaries, selection,
retention, promotion, and release of personnel. The last four responsi-
bilities were undertaken in very close coordination with the building
principals. The area of public relations also fell to this individual.
Again, coordination with building principals was a necessity. This position
closely resembled the Job done by the secretary's office in the military
school.
The assistant superintendent for instruction was the third member of
the superintendent's staff. In reality he would likely be the first selected
as his responsibility Included the entire area of instruction and curriculum.
This section compared to the director of instruction in the military school.
To assist him he was given three coordinators. The coordinator of pupil
personnel services was responsible for supervising the doctors, dentists,
nurses, speech therapists, and counselors and their operations in the schools.
The coordinator for instructional services had the responsibility for pro-
viding specialists to assist the principals and teachers with instruction.
Areas Included were mathematics, language arts, science, home economics,
industrial arts, physical education, and audio-visual aids. The coordinator
for adult and vocational education had the responsibility for those particular
programs. He was a generallst in the sense that he handled all phases of
both operations.
Operating in e line relationship with the superintendent was the
secondary school principal. He was responsible to the superintendent for all
activities that occurred within his domain. These Included personnel problems,
instruction, curriculum planning and development, transportation, extra-curri-
cular activities, athletics, and In-service education to name a few. To
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lit Ma he had an assistant principal who handled most of th« routine
operations and actlvltte* outside of Instruction. He also had department
head» In subject or currlcular areas vhere three or more Instructors vera
present. With relationship to the teachers both the aeslatant principal
and the department head were considered staff personnel only with no line
control. The principal maintained a direct line to his teachers which in-
sured a direct involveaent with hi* «taff In the primary Issues of Interest-
curriculum and instruction. Figure 2 pointed out by tha use of broken lines
the great number of coordination or team efforts necessary to get the Job
done. These functions were represented by the chiefs of the training de-
partments and their subordinate instructors in the Ordnance School.
Several other aids useful to the principal and teacher were (1) a
teacher council representing key elements of the faculty and (2) the
traditional Parent-Teacher Association. Both were deeaed effective In ad-
vising the principal with regard to school business. Out of these basic
reletionships were established committees and groups for study In the areas
of persmnel, curriculum, end Instruction.
CHAPTER IV
DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES IN PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
The United State* Army Ordnance Center and School and the civilian
district and secondary school provided for management of human resources In
much the same way as any large institution. Figures I and 2 on pages 36 and
41 showed the administrative management of personnel to be a staff function
of an assistant to the chief executive which Involved the selection, assign-
ment, orientation, in-service training, evaluation, and promotion of people
who made up the working parts of the institution. In this chapter the writer
developed and discussed this function In the two schools with relationship to
organisation and decision-making.
I. UNITED STATES ARMY ORDNANCE CENTER AND SCHOOL
Figure 1 on page 36 outlined the organisation of the Ordnance School.
The personnel office was located within the confines of the office of the
Secretary which In turn was the primary administrative section on the com-
mander's staff. Discussion in Chapter III revealed that the Secretary and/or
his personnel officer were the key individuals In personnel management and
operated in a similar way to the assistant superintendent In the civilian
school district as far as personnel matters were concerned.
The writer discovered that the problem of selection was greatly reduced
at the Ordnance School. All military personnel were sent to the school by the
Office of Personnel Operations at Department of the Army level. Therefore the
selection problem was vastly reduced and included only a limited number of
civilian employees at the school. Even this was reduced in scope as there was
a civilian employment office that fulfilled this function for the government.
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Therefore, the major selection task of the ichool Secretary was to provide
notice of civilian vacancies and Job descriptions to the civilian personnel
office.
The areas of assignment and orientation vere major concerns of the
Secretary. When notified of an Impending arrival the Secretary reviewed
the individual's advance record file to determine grade and area of specialty.
He then recommended a specific assignment. In the case of Captains, Lieu-
tenants or the lower six enlisted grades routine approval was given by the
school's executive officer. For Majors and above, and for senior non-com-
missioned officers specific approval of assignments was made by the Com-
manding General 05 his assistant. (See Figure 1). Assignment to a de-
partment rather than a specific Job within that department was the exception
rather than the rule. The department heads had little voice in the assign-
ment procedure. The director of a training department or staff section
could appeal an assignment but close contact with the chain of command had
to be maintained. 1
At the same time the assignment machinery began to function so did
the orientation procedure. When notified of an Incoming individual the
Secretary prepared a letter of welcome to be signed by the Commanding General.
He then requested that the personnel section send within one week an orien-
tation packet to the individual. This Included literature about the Ordnance
Center and School, the military post, the civilian community, and the housing
situation. When completed it contained In excess of twenty items or booklets.
Concurrently the Seci tary also designated a sponsor for the incoming person.
The sponsor was selected from within the department and/or section where the
10rdnance Center and School Regulation 612-1 (Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Maryland: July 1963). pp. 2.
Incoming Individual would work. The sponsor was charged with Che responsi-
bility of writing to the selectee on a sure personal basis and with aiding
him In the move to the new post and new Job. Efforts included answering
questions, preparation of living quarters, and tours of the post and school.
The new arrival was also Interviewed and oriented by his Immediate
supervisor (s) and attended social events designed to welcome new arrivals. 2
In-service training was emphasized to a great extent at the Ordnance
School. Aside from extended orientation activities the in-service training
took three forms. Part one was a two week Instructor training course con-
ducted by the school. All Instructors and instructor supervisors were re-
quired to participate prior to assuming their duties. The course reviewed
the theory of instruction, the methods used, and concluded with a scries of
practical exercises for the prospective teachers. 3
The second part of in-service training was the faculty improvement
plan which amounted to a continuous development program for those assigned
to the school and pertained specifically to all Instructor personnel. In-
structors were continuously observed and rated in their teaching abilities.
As they progressed In competence they moved from assistant, to intermediate,
to master Instructors. Requirements were purposely stiff to adequately
separate the Instructors according to abilities.4
The third program was one of professional development. This covered
2Ibld .. pp. 3,4.
30rdnance Center and School Regulation 350-6 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: September 1967) pp. 1,2.
^Ordnance Center and School Regulation 350-7 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: September 1967) pp. 1,4.
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the areas of additional civilian and military education to improve Individual
educational levels. It Included plana for off duty civilian schooling paid
for by the government and released time military training at the Ordnance
School or another military school. Favorable consideration for participation
was given in most all cases.'
Evaluation of personnel was found to be a continuous process at the
Ordnance School aa It was in the civilian school. Evaluation took several
forms. First of all, instructors were evaluated at least weekly as part of
the in-service training program. These evaluations were made by members of
the director of instruction's staff and were made available to the -mmedlate
supervisor for consideration. In addition to this each officer or non-com-
missioned officer was rated at least yearly by the Army's efficiency re-
porting system. This evaluation compared him with each and every other person
of his grade and position. These reports were then sent to the Department of
the Army to be uaed In promotional and assignment considerations. Counseling
sessions normally accompanied the writing of these reports but were not re-
quired. 6
Promotion of an individual was beyond the authority of the Ordnance
School for all practical purposes. This was handled by Department of the Army
for all personnel except those of lower enlisted rank whose promotions were
based upon a recommendation by the section chief and the quota available.
Promotion of officers and non-commissioned officers was based on time In
service, qualifications, and efficiency ratings.
^Ordnance Center and School Regulation 350-30 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: May 1966) pp. 1-6.
"Ordnance Center and School Regulation 623-100 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: November 1966) pp. 1-5.
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Organisation and decision-making in personnel management followed the
organizational chart vary cloaely. This was cauaad by the myriad of standard
operating procedures developed by the school to Insure uniform operation. In
excess of one hundred regulations covered the entire spectrum of possible
contingencies and were contained in eight by ten folders nearly four Inches
thick. The major reason offered by the school for this was the tremendous
turnover of personnel. A normal tour of duty was three years but could vary
either way. Outside of a minority of civilian employees no person stayed more
than four years. Constant change at all levels forced the development of a
fixed and rather Inflexible operation. Civilian educators would likely
cringe at the thought, however great the necessity for it in the case of e
military school.
Another reason for the rigid structure and procedure stemmed from
the traditional military approach to organisation and decision-making which
was the autocratic concept and a centralised institution. This resulted
mainly from field and combat operations where firm and unflinching control
was a necessity.
II. THE MODEL SECONDARY SCHOOL
Figure 2 on page 41 outlined the organisation of the typical or model
secondary school and surrounding school district. The formal job of person-
nel management was held by the assistant superintendent for personnel ad-
ministration who was a primary staff officer of the chief executive. Dis-
cussion In Chapter III revealed his general concept of operation and relation-
ship* with superordinate, coordinate, and subordinate personnel. This re-
lationship will again be examined with regard to more specific duties, namely:
selection, assignment, orientation, inservlce training, evaluation, and pro-
motion.
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Based upon a review of the literature the writer considered that
selection and assignment were the primary jobs of the personnel administrator.
This did not mean that he developed all policy or made all decisions as to
who was hired or who was not. He was simply the center figure In the cooper-
ative process that was carried out by a number of people. Policy was es-
tablished by e joint committee on personnel affairs. Members of this group
Included the superintendent, the personnel administrator, building principals,
and representatives of lay and teacher organisations. Once policy had been
established the personnel administrator determined by resignations and con-
tract refusals what the needs of the school would be. This accomplished, he
commenced a search for qualified replacements. Prospective employees were
required to fill out applications and return them to the personnel adminis-
trator. Those surviving the initial screening process would be asked to
submit a formal (expanded) application and to be present for an Interview.
Those acceptable after the interview would be sent to the building principal
for final acceptance. If he approved, the applicant would then be offered
a contract as soon as possible for the following year.
In the aecondary school, assignment was a part of the selection pro-
cedure because the whole process of selection had been carried out to fill a
particular job. When offered the contract the applicant knew the Job he was
offered and the responsibilities expected of him if he accepted. Nothing
could jeopardize the morale and relationships of a new teacher more than to
get stuck with something to which he or she had not agreed.
Orientation should be a three phase operation carried on by three
separate groups or Individuals. The first orientation should be a pre-job
orientation accomplished In conjunction with the selection process. This
should be a function of the personnel administrator and Involve general
Information about the school, Job, and community. The aecond phase should
so
be a pre-ecnool orientation accomplished by the principal and a designated
sponsor teacher. It should be carried out In the veek(s) prior to the opening
of school and should covar In detail the policies, programs, philosophies,
and activities of the school. It should also Involve assistance In getting
settled, tours of the school and community, and opportunities for social
involvement with the faculty and administration. A third form of orientation
needed ves that of a continuing nature. This was designed to help the new
employee meet and solve the problems that aroaa during the school year. The
writer felt that this was especially important to the new or beginning
teacher. Although orientation was thought of hare In a definite pattern or
form it did not preclude variations due to individual differences or preferences.
A comparison of these procedures with those of the military school showed
elmller patterns but less personal Involvement prior to job assumption.
In-service education In a civilian school waa lesa formal than that
In the military school. References disagreed as to who should have primary
responsibility. The writer felt that the principal should be the controlling
factor here with assistance from the personnel administrator and the subject
area supervisors. He needed a definite program established In cooperation
with the teachers and the supervisors. Teacher Involvement In In-service
education want a long way toward a successful program. Methods of in-service
training Included faculty meetings, workshops, committee work, and demon-
stratlons.
Evaluation was found to be much less formal In the civilian school and
wae not directly associated with salary or promotion. This task was performed
by the principal and baaed upon hie own observations, those of the supervisors,
and those of the person being evaluated. Positive as wall aa negative consider-
ations were discussed. This Informality In evaluation steamed from the tre-
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ditional concept of academic freedom. The writer felt that in this area ai
well aa the othera definite policies needed to be developed which outlined
the procedures and considerations used in the evaluation process.
The anal consideration in the personnel administration of the civilian
school was that of promotion. Unlike the Military school, the civilian insti-
tution had a primary responsibility in this regard. Promotion was handled by
the aasistant superintendent for personnel in keeping with locally and cooper-
atively developed policiea. The "best man for the job" idea was the most
baaic consideration. Caution should be taken in this area because the teacher
held the most important Job in the school as it was. Promotion served to move
the teacher out of or partially out of the teaching ranks and the good teacher
often did not make the beat department head, supervisor, or administrator.
The personnel organization and decision-making in the school centered
around the r rsonnel administrator. However, he was the focal point for a
cooperative effort by many people. As shown in Figure 2 on page 41 there were
any broken lines showing a coordination effort. The formal line structure
served only as a guide for operation.
The school operated in a democratic manner with cooperative group
effort the key at most all levels. This was caused by several facts. First
of all, the schools tended to be a direct reflection of society, and secondly,
there was a traditional independence and freedom of academic personnel.
CHAPTER V
DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Th« primary mission of the Ordnance Center and School and the model
secondary school was to educate the students within them according to es-
tablished policies, goals, and program*. What was the organization for
curriculum development? What were the procedures for change? How were they
gauged to be effective? These questions were considered and answered in the
following chapter.
I. THE UNITED STATES ARMY ORDNANCE CENTER AND SCHOOL
Organization for change presented little problem for the Ordnance
School. Chapter HI pointed out that It had a permanent staff section for
curriculum development and control. A brief review of Figure 1 on page 36
showed the office of doctrine review to be a primary staff section with the
mission of curriculum study, development, and Implementation. The office was
divided in two parts. The doctrine review division served as the focal point
for determination, development, and dissemination of current or future
doctrine to be taught by the school. It also made periodic checks and re-
sulting recommendations for changes or revisions in the current offerings.
The material review division was charged with the responsibility of monitoring
Army material development activities and developing and integrating the ma-
terial into the course offerings. Addition or inclusion of new material or
techniques required only the approval of the command group. If this was
given, the director of Instruction and ultimately the training departments
implemented the change. There was no provision made for Instructor involvement
S3
on a formal bants. Informal consultation llkaly occurred.*
Th« proeaaa of curriculum chant* related closely to the formal organi-
sation discussed and was quite autocratic In nature. The Ordnance School
seldom originated a complete course change. This was normally done by De-
partment of the Army and accompanied nev Army thinking or developments. If
It was determined that the Ordnance S hool was the responsible agency for
Instruction then the office of doctrine review prepared the course, the
office of the comptroller provided the funds, the office of logistics pro-
vided the facilities, and the director of training (ultimately a department
of training) provided the Instruction. Changes tn existing courses ware mad*
by the school itself subject to approval by the en—and group and current army
regulations. Changes In Instructional or learning situations also required
the approval of supervisory personnel. The extent of the change determined
the level of approval. Participation by instructors was on a subordlnats--
not equsl--basls. 2 In general, most all curriculum change and development
wee done et the staff level and was subject to approval by the command group.
Participation on a democratic basis was not In the cards.
The third area of curriculum development discussed by the author waa
that of evaluation. It waa provided for In several ways which Instituted a
vary thorough review. First of all, the director of training waa charged
with the responsibility of evaluating the Instructors and course offerings on
a periodic baala. These results were passed up and down the chain of command
and occasionally resulted in curriculum or instructor changes. 3 A second
^Ordnance Center and School Regulation 10-1 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: August H4?) ppTSfTST;
2lbld., pp. 42-44.
^Ordnance Center end School Regulation 3W-17. (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: August 1967).
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method of evaluation vas that of periodic department meeting! held for the
purpose of discussing Instructional or course problems. Occasionally, these
meetings also resulted In changes. A third method vas that of student end-
of-course evaluations. These were both objective and subjective In nsture and
often provided Incentives for change. The fourth and best method of evalu-
ation was that of course feedback. Students who had graduated from military
occupational specialty courses or basic officer courses were given rating
sheets to take to their next commanding officer. Three months after the
former student was In his new job the commander rated his performance In re-
gard to proper training and sent It back to the Ordnance School. This pro-
vided the school with a follow-up on their students and a fins method for
determining the adequacy of the curriculum. 6
II. THE MODEL SECONDARY SCHOOL
The typical or model secondary school unlike the military school
operated on the basis of cooperative group effort with many people Involved.
To properly discuss the curriculum effort In organisation, process, and evalu-
ation the entire district had to be examined.
Organisation for curriculum development had to follow basically the
pre-defined organization of the school system. Figure 2 on page 41 showed
this structure, the lines of formal authority, and those of coordination.
The superintendent was the one individual responsible for curriculum dcvelop-
40rdnance Center and School Regulation 350-23 (Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Maryland: September 1967).
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 350-4 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: September 1967)
.
Ordnance Center and School Regulation 350-19 (Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland: September 1967)
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ment, but because of his large job he delegated staff responsibility to an
assistant superintendent for Instruction. The assistant superintendent had
as members of his staff directors or supervisors In all major subject areas.
These included mathematics, English, science, foreign languages, social studies,
and art. Additional supervisors in the areas of speech therapy, vocational
education, reading, etc. were provided where possible. The purpose of the
central office staff was to assist the principals and their classroom
teachers In instructional Improvement.
The individual building principal was responsible for curriculum
development within his building. It was his job to provide the atmosphere,
time, and encouragement for his teachers to create curriculum change. The
teacher was closest to the learning situation and as such had the best under-
standing of what changes were needed. To coordinate curriculum development
within the buildings a committee should be established on a permanent basis.
To coordinate activities for the entire district a curriculum council
should be formed. This organisation, too, should be permanent In nature and
composed of representatives from the building committees, the central office
staff, lay representatives, and the assistant superintendent for instruction.
Here major changes or recommendations that affected the district as a whole
could be aired and dlacussed. Here, too, policy, goals and procedures for
curriculum development within the system could be made.
Procedures for change followed the basic organisation Just discussed.
The curriculum council developed the overall policy and goals of Instruction
and curriculum development. These were passed to all administrators and
teachers to indicate proper methods of attacking the problems. After dis-
semination of these policies and goals the Impetus of curriculum change fell
to the principals and ultimately the teachers within the secondary school.
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As changes at the building level developed they were discussed end
epproved by the coordinating coenlttee. If the changes affected only an
Individual teacher or department and required no funds or materials from the
district they were put Into effect within the school. If the Ideas or pro-
posed changes were likely to have a larger effect then they were taken to the
district curriculum council for discussion and approval. The central office
office staff provided guidance to the teachers and liaison with the esslstant
superintendent for Instruction.
Evaluation procedures were more difficult than In the military school.
This was due to the subjective content of public school Instruction versus
the emphaais of the teaching of skills in most Ordnance Center and School
courses. This, In turn, made the measurement of success or failure harder
to obtain.
The district council was responsible for development of evaluation
policies and goals. Once these were established it was the Job of the indi-
vidual school to conduct its own evaluation procedures. The exception to this
would be district wide testing using standardised tests.
The writer felt that evaluation of curriculum programs should be local
in nature. Each school district had Its own ability to support its schools
and its own ideas on how to run them. With this the case they no doubt had
the Interest to maintain them at a proper level. However, care should be
taken by those Individuals responsible for curriculum development to Insure
ln-breedlng or laxity does not occur. Should this happen and the schools
fall to keep in step with the national or state norms then a program of
national or state assessment might wall be In order.
CHAPTER VI
MPLICATIOHS
This report discussed In detail the organisational structure and
certain decision-making processes of the United States Army Ordnance Center
and School and a model secondary school. As night have been expected many
similarities existed but definite differences were also present.
Toe organisational structure of the two schools was found to be
quite similar. This was clearly indicated by the organizational charts
on pages 36 and 41 which showed that the administrative, staff, and in-
structional functions matched up well. A closer examination, however, re-
vealed many differences in the operations within this structure. The mili-
tary school presented a taller picture in that there were six levels of line
authority between the Commanding General and the instructors. The secondary
school on the other hand had only three levels of line authority from top to
bottom and a broader span of control which made for a flatter organisation.
A review of regulations (manuals) at the Ordnance School and the handbook of
a typical secondary school district Indicated that operations were defined In
much greater detail and that the formal structure was more closely followed
In the operations of the military school. All of the above Items made for a
better organised, better defined, but more autocratic and Inflexible structure
in the military school than in the civilian school. The underlying cause for
this rigidity was due to the inevitable turnover of all military personnel In
the period of two to four years. For the sake of continuity atandard oper-
ating procedures were a definite necessity.
The civilian school reflected to a greater extent the democratic society
of which It was a part. This was due primarily to its close proximity to its
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base of support and control—the local taxpayers. The military school was
far removed from this base and was part of a larger system. Therefore, It
reflected more of the traditional autocratic military philosophy and less
direct Influence by the people outside of the military.
Decision-making processes In personnel administration looked similar
whan viewed in relation to the organisational chart. Personnel adminis-
tration in both schools was a function of the chief administrator's staff.
Here again, the military school and its centralised organization reflected
an autocratic approach while the civilian school used a more cooperative
effort which involved many people. This was apparent in the Ordnance School
with the rigid, well defined regulations governing assignment, orientation,
and ln-servlce training. The who, the what, the where, and the when of these
functions were all spelled out in fine detail leaving little leeway for indi-
vidual differences.
The problems of evaluation and promotion pointed out other differences
in the two systems. In the Army evaluation and promotion were centralized
processes directed by Department of the Army Headquarters. As long as a
person remained in the Army he was subject to these processes. To the mili-
tary man his evaluation was almost a life or death matter in that his pro-
motions and salary were directly tied to it. In addition, promotion was a
great status symbol in a sub-society where status was an Important element.
The emphasis given to these functions made for an ordered atmosphere with
fairly strict adherence to policy which would go far to lnaure an acceptable
rating. In the civilian school evaluation and promotion was a local affair
and va« not looked upon with such importance. Seldom were evaluations tied
to promotion or salary. Promotions, although desirable, were not critical
because of the general lack of hierarchy and rank consciousness In the
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civilian schools. These factors ultimately made for a less formal atmos-
phere and more Individuality.
Decision-making processes in curriculum development vere very different
in the two schools. Here again was reflected the highly organised and highly
centralized approach valued by the military school. The Ordnance School pro-
vided for curriculum development and change through a permanent staff section.
Little or no Instructor Influence was prevalent. The civilian school, on the
other hand, used the democratic approach to curriculum development. Adminis-
trators, supervisors, and teachers were all Involved in a rather Informal way
and on an equal baala to Influence change. Evaluation of instruction was more
adequate in the military school becauae it was easier to measure. Since the
majority of instruction at the Ordnance School involved the teaching of skills
it was not difficult to ascertain whether these skills had been mastered at
the end of a courae of instruction. In the civilian school appreciation,
attitudes, and Ideals were Important as well as certain skills. Measurement
of these were much more difficult if not impossible on a periodic basis.
Both schools had their positive attributes and their negative ones.
Each could gain something by incorporating the strong points of the other.
The military school could Incorporate more of the democratic processes into
its school operation to better utilize the talents and Ideas of more of its
staff. This, in turn, would create a greater personal Interest in the oper-
ation of the school. The civilian school could well incorporate some of the
better organizational aspects of the military school to overcome some of the
haphazard practices in personnel administration and curriculum development.
These Include well defined areas of responsibility and emphasis on Improvement
of instruction through directed, well planned in-service training and stronger
more meaningful evaluations.
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In summary It should be recognised that both school* have developed
over a long period of time. Moat Idiosyncrasies found In each school were
there for a purpose and most policies had a definite reason for existence.
Therefore, care must be taken not to make arbitrary decisions about what
is right without a proper Investigation of the facts and a consideration
for the relative problems of both schools.
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The purpose of this study vat to compare the organizational structure of
the United Stat** Army Ordnance Center and School with that of a typical modem
secondary school, and to examine the decision-making processes In personnel ad-
ministration and curriculum development as they related to the organisational
structure.
The study was descriptive In most all aspects. Material concerning the
Ordnance Center and School was obtained from its administrative office* while
that dealing with the secondary school wa* obtained from the Kansas Stat* Uni-
versity Library, professors in the College of Education, and key personnel in
the Manhattan School District. In excess of sixty book*, periodical*, and
Ordnance School Regulations (Manual*) were used a* a background.
The organisational structure of the two schools wa* found to be quit*
similar with the administrative, staff, and Instructional function* having much
in common. Within this structure, however, procedures varied to a great degree.
The military school presented a tall and narrow organisation with six levels of
line official* between the top end the bottom. The span of control at each
level wa* restricted to approximately four or five persons. These factor* ac-
companied by wall defined regulations made for a well organised but more auto-
cratic and inflexible operation. This was a necessity in the military school
because of the possible loss of continuity in operation due to the large turn-
over of personnel. The civilian school, on the other hand, wa* characterised
by only three levels of line officials from top to bottom and a broader span
of control. Kmphasls was placed upon the democratic process, and less well de-
fined pattern* of operation. This resulted frost a more stable situation and
the cloaa proximity of the civilian school to the democratic aoclety that it
reflected.
Declslon-meklng processes in personnel administration within both schools
2looked ilallar vhen viewed from the organizational chart. However, the pro-
ceiaef differed In actual practice. The military echool reflected the auto-
cratic, wall directed approach to assignment, orientation, and ln-aervlee
training of lt« personnel. The who, what, where, and when were all carefully
apelled out In the standard operating procedures. Evaluation and promotion
ware part of an army-wide procese and carried with them great Importance to the
military person. Suceest, failure and prestige In his chosen field rested on
the outcome of these functions. The civilian school had a less well defined
system of assignment, orientation, and ln-servlee training which provided for
soma Inefficient operation. Evaluation and promotion were of leaaer Importance
thus creating a freer, more Individualised atmosphere. This was due to evalu-
ation not being tied directly to promotion and aalary, and a decreased emphasis
on status or rank within the organisation.
Decision-making processes In curriculum development were very different
In the two schools. Here again, the highly centralised approach by the mili-
tary school provided for a specific and permanent staff section In this area.
Little or no cooperation was expected from sources outside this section. E-
valuatlon of Instruction wae eaeler In the Ordnance School because of the nature
of the courses of Instruction. They dealt with specific skills which were rela-
tively easy to measure. The civilian school used the democratic approach to
curriculum development with administrators, supervisors, and teachers all
playing a vital part to Influence change. Evaluation was much mora difficult
because of appreciation, attitudes, and ideals along with skllla had to be
measured and thla waa very difficult If not Impossible to do successfully on a
continuing basis.
Both schools had their positive and negative attributes Just as they had
their similarities and differences. Each could likely learn something from the
3other. However, before arbitrarily accepting or rejecting any Idea for either
echool adequate consideration should be given to the purpose of the school and
the framework within which It anst exist.
